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Abstract-This paper intends to present and implement a Barrier 
and Operational Risk Analysis (BORA) approach in oil and gas 
process in Algerian industry. This recent approach, despite of its 
analysis which based on the basic and classical methods such as 
barrier block diagrams, fault trees (FT) and influence diagrams. 
It is considered very suitable and practical in terms of decision- 
making as regards to risk analysis. In fact, Barrier block 
diagrams are applied to illustrate the accident scenarios 
including the functioning of safety barriers. Fault trees are used 
to analyze the performance of safety barriers. While the influence 
diagrams are used in order to analyze the effects of risk 
influencing factors (RIFs) on the initiating event (IE) and basic 
events relating to safety barriers. 

 

 This study aims at showing: (1) the applicability and 
feasibility of BORA as approach in oil and gas process in 
Algerian industry, and(2) the advantages and limitations of its 
implementation concerning the lack of information and the use 
expert judgment for quantifying the risk influencing factors of 
each initiating and basic events. At last, some perspectives about 
these limitations were presented in order to improve this 
approach. For that, BORA is applied on an operational process, a 
combustible gas balloon (G01-VN-45-01) within the unit of gas 
treatment (UTGA), Sonatrach, Algeria).   

Key-words: Risk analysis, BORA approach, Fault Tree, Diagram 
block barrier, safety barrier. Risk influencing factors. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, in the industrial world, particularly oil and gas 
industries, many accidents may occur causing several victims 
and damages on installations and the environment. The extent 
and the frequency of these accidents remain forever on the 
increase. For a long time, in Algeria, the oil and gas industry 
has invested considerable resources in engineering safeguards, 
or barriers against fire and explosion hazards on their 
installations. 

The occurrence of these accidents indicates clearly that 
safety barriers relating to scenarios are not functioning 
sufficiently well during these operations. To reduce them, 
these establishments must continually provide considerable 
efforts. In that case, analysis of the safety functions realized by 
technical and organizational safety barriers is indispensable to 
verify if these systems ensure this reduction.  

For that purpose, as known, many approaches are aimed 
primarily at insuring that, these installations are designed and 
operated to meet "acceptable or tolerable risk level". These 
risk analysis techniques usually encompass the following 

steps: (1) hazards identification, (2) accident scenarios 
development, (3) risk estimation in terms of frequencies and 
severity quantification, (4) risk classification (acceptable or 
unacceptable), and (5) risk control by implementing and 
managing safety barriers.  

In this context, among relevant techniques and approaches 
that existing, the BORA is relatively new approach developed 
for qualitative and quantitative risk and safety barriers 
analysis. It combines a barrier block diagrams, fault trees (FT), 
and risk influence diagrams in order to analyse the accident 
scenarios that may occur on oil and gas industries [13]. 

This recent approach has been chosen because of its 
analysis of operational factors (human, technical and 
organizational factors) that contributed in these accidents. 
Furthermore, the importance that is given to safety barriers 
[1], [13]. In fact, it allows to analyzing the major accident 
scenarios and the performance of all safety barriers existing 
and opposing the development of these scenarios. For this 
reason, the qualitative and quantitative treatment using fault 
tree analysis (FTA) is applied, and then influence diagram is 
used to analyze the effect of risk influencing factors (RIFs) on 
the initiating basic events in the fault trees. More details and 
explanations for each step will be given in the following 
subsections.  

In this context, several papers have been developed, among 
these works, Skelt and all have proposed a new BORA method 
"BORA-Release" intended for qualitative and quantitative risk 
analysis of hydrocarbon releases to prevent releases on 
offshore oil and gas production platforms [2],[13],[14].  

The main goal of this paper is to concretize the BORA 
approach in oil and gas production in the Algerian industry, to 
show strengths and advantages of its application as regards to 
quantitative risk assessment and safety barriers performances; 
therefore, to surmount the limitations and weaknesses of this 
approach in terms of the lack of information and data for 
probabilities, frequencies and RIFs. Moreover, experts’ 
judgments that will be well justified and even become a data 
source that could not be bypassed. 

For this end, the rest of this paper is structured as follows: 
section 2 describes briefly the BORA approach. Section 3 and 
4 presents the case study including the application of BORA. 

Finally, section 5 and 6 offers a summary of the present 
work and critical analysis about BORA approach. 
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II. MAIN STEPS IN THE BORA APROACH(BARRIER AND 

OPERATIONAL RISK ANALYSIS) 

BORA approach contains two complementary levels of 
analysis, qualitative and quantitative analysis [1]: the 
qualitative basic risk model consisting of a set of barrier 
blocks diagrams, fault trees, and influence diagrams. 

Whereas, the quantitative analysis consists of assignment 
of generic input data (Basic event probabilities/frequencies), 
calculation of frequency based on generic input data, 
assignment of weights and scores of RIFs and at last, 
calculation of specific frequencies of accidents scenarios. 

This approach comprises the following main steps[1]:1) 
Development of a basic risk model including accident 
scenarios, 2) Modelling the performance of safety barriers, 3) 
Assignment of generic data and risk quantification based on 
these data, 4) Development of risk influence diagrams, 5) 
Scoring of risk influencing factors, 6) Weighting of risk 
influencing factors, 7) Adjustment of generic input data, and 8) 
Recalculation of the risk in order to determine the frequency of 
risk related to specific installation.  

The following figure (Fig.1) shows that BORA approach 
consists of qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis and 
illustrates the main steps required when performing a study 
using the BORA methodology [1]: 

 

Qualitative modelling  Quantitative modelling
   

Identification of initiating 
Events 

 Assignment of generic initiating 
Event frequencies

  

Development of Barrier Block 
Diagrams 

 

  

Development of Fault Trees Assignment of generic input data 
(probabilities/frequencies)

  

 Calculation of frequency based on 
generic input data.

  

Identification of RIFs for IEs 
and Basic Events 

"Risk influence diagram" 

Assignment of weights and scores of 
RIFs 

  

 
 

Calculation of specific frequency of 
accident scenario. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Main steps in the BORA approach [1]. 
 
 

1) Development of a basic risk models  

 Development of Barrier Block Diagrams (BBDs): The 
barrier block diagrams are used to illustrate the accident 
scenarios and the effect of non performance of safety 
barriers on the event sequences. In fact, the model consists 
of initiating events, barrier functions realized by safety 
barriers or systems, and possible outcomes. The starting 
point for this diagram is the identification of the Initiating 
Events (IEs). Six groups of IEs are defined [1]: 1) Technical 
degradation of system, 2) Human intervention, introduction 

latent error, 3) Human intervention, 4) Process 
disturbance,5) Inherent design errors, and 6) External events. 

 Development of Fault Trees: The analysis and 
modelling of the performance of the safety barriers are done 
using fault tree. This method has been developed for the 
operational barrier systems included in the BBDs [16]. The 
probabilities of failure of a safety barrier are modelled using 
Fault Tree Analysis (FTA). Standard fault trees are provided 
for the operational barriers that have been identified. In our 
case study, the use of FTA helps to understand the logic 
leading to the failure of safety barriers.  It provides a visual, 
logic model of the basic and intermediate events leading to 
the top event. 

2) Assignment of generic input data (Basic event 
probabilities/frequencies)[1]: In order to quantify the 
probabilities of failure of the safety barriers, input data to the 
fault trees need to be established. Generic frequencies for 
initiating events can be established from historical data, 
based on distributions of how frequently the initiating events 
have occurred. Generic data may be found in databases or 
company internal databases. Alternatively, industry average 
values can be established by use of expert judgment. 

3) Identification of RIFs for Initiating and Basic Events and 
development of Risk influence diagram [1]: Generally, They 
are factors which have an influence on the risk level [3],[5]. 
The probabilities of the initiating events and the basic events 
in the fault trees occurring are dependent on a number of 
RIFs (Risk Influencing Factors). They factors may be the 
competence of the personnel performing the work, quality of 
procedures for performing work, maintenance of 
equipment...etc[6].  

In the process of including RIFs into the analysis, the 
identification of relevant RIFs that will have an influence on 
the individual input factors applied in the analysis. Risk 
Influence Diagrams are used to illustrate which RIFs are 
relevant for each input factor. 

The figure below (fig.2) summarizes the overall elements 
of generic risk models discussed previously in sub-sections 1, 
2 and 3. 
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Fig. 2.Illustration of basic risk models of BORA approach 
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4) Assignment of weights and scores of RIFs [1]: in BORA 
approach, the RIFs are characterized by the Score (Q) and 
Weight (w) (fig.2): the Score tells us the status of the RIF 
for the installation that is being considered and The Weight 
tells us how much the RIF influence the probability of 
failure of safety barrier (a high weight implies a strong 
influence, a low weight implies a weak influence).  

 A scoring procedure of the risk influencing factors implies 
to assign a score to each identified RIF in the risk influence 
diagrams. Each RIF is given a score from A to F, where 
score A corresponds to the best standard in the industry, 
score C corresponds to industry average, and score F 
corresponds to worst practice in the industry (see example, 
Tab.1) [1]. 

TABLE. 1 .GENERIC SCHEME FOR SCORING OF RIFS [1]. 

Score(Q) Description of safety level 

A Status corresponds to the best standard in industry  
B Status corresponds to a level better than industry average  
C Status corresponds to the industry average  

D 
Status corresponds to a level slightly worse than industry 
average  

E 
Status corresponds to a level considerably worse than 
industry average  

F Status corresponds to the worst practice in industry  
 

 A weighting procedure of the RIFs is an assessment of the 
effect (or importance) that RIFs has on the frequency or 
probability of occurrence of the initiating and basic events 
[1]. The weights of the RIFs correspond to the relative 
difference in the frequency or probability of occurrence of 
an event if the status of the RIF. Its scale changed from A 
(best standard) to F (worst practice) [1].   

The assessment of this parameter is based on five point 
scale (from high importance to low importance). 
Quantitatively, the RIFs are given relative weights on the scale 
10 – 8 – 6 – 4 – 2[1]. Then, the weights are normalized as the 
sum of the weights for the RIFs influencing a basic event 
should be equal to 1. An example of the weighting process and 
the normalized weights is given inthe table (Tab.2). Each RIF 
must be weighed basing on experts judgment and risk analysts 
of process.  

TABLE. 2 .EXAMPLE OF WEIGHTING PROCEDURE OF RIFS [1] 

RIF 
Importance (weight) 

Normalized weight 
High 
(10) 

(8) (6) (4) Low 
(2) 

RIF1     X 0.09 

RIF2 X     0.45 

RIF3    X  0.18 

RIF4   X   0.27 

weight 10 0 6 4 2    1.00 
Sum 22 

 

5) Calculation of accident scenario frequency: The final 
step is the calculation of specific frequencies of accident 
scenarios, taking into account the specific RIFs [13]. Average 
probabilities/frequencies are revised based on the risk 
influence diagrams through an assessment of the weights and 
scores of the RIFs. The following principles are used for 
adjustment of the industry average data: Prev (E) is the 
"installation specific" probability (or frequency) of occurrence 

of event (E). This probability is determined by the following 
procedure[1]: 

i

n

i
iaverev Qw P P .
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Where Pave is the industry average probability, (wi) is the 
weight /importance of RIF for the event, (Qi) is a measure of 
the status of RIF and (n) is the number of RIFs.   
 

Here  
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The values for parameters Qi  and wi  must be determined. 

To determine the Qis we need to associate a number to each of 
the status scores A - F. The Qi are determined as follows 
[1],[12]: 

 Determine Plow (E) as the lower limit for Prev(E)  by expert 
judgment.  

 Determine Phigh (E) as the upper limit for Prev(E) by 
expert judgment.  

 Then, put for i =1, 2, … n; 
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Where(s) denotes the status of RIF .To assign values to Qi for 
S = B, we assume a linear relationship between Qi (A) and Qi 
(C), and use SA = 1, SB = 2, SC = 3, SD = 4, SE = 5, and SF = 6. 
Then,   
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A revised value of accident scenario frequency            
(fAcc, scenario)rev for the specific installation may be calculated 
using a revised frequencies and probabilities [1],[16].This new 
risk value takes human factors, operational conditions, and 
organizational factors into consideration. This final frequency 
is calculated by the following equation: 

ji SBSBrevSBrevSBrevIErevscenAcc pppp f f ......
321),(   

           Where: 
f(Acc,scen): Accident scenario frequency; 
f(revIEi):     frequency of initiating event I; 
p(SB):Probability of failure of safety barriers (SBj). 
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III. CASE STUDY:DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS"BALLOON 

OF COMBUSTIBLE GAS" 

To demonstrate the applicability of BOR approach, our 
case study has focused on a balloon of combustible gas. Its role 
is to separate the liquid existing in the gas of flash.  The party 
of condensate is sent toward the reservoir of the closed drains 
by the level controller (LC-11009). Another part of gas 
(combustible gas) is used to supply: the heater with low 
pressure, the flare networks and to cover the storage reservoir 
that is contains the oil in off specification. In this study, the 
main question which we will respond is how to decide to 
improve the safety of the complex process "treatment unit of 
gas (UTGA)" using BORA approach.  

Our case study focuses on the party of this unit which is 
"combustible gas balloon (G01-VN-45-01)". It is about a 
reservoir that recovers gas and condensed from the unit in 
normal functioning. In case of unavailability of the flash gas 
coming from this unit, particularly at starting, the combustible 
gas system, is supplied under pressure control (PC-11012) with 
gas coming from the centers CS1 and CS23 (redundancy), via 
the pipe-line of gas expedition [16](see fig.3). 

This industrial process consists mainly of: 
 Control and regulation system, consists of: 

- Gas level control and regulation system (LC-11009) 
(LIC-11009, DCS, and LV011009), 

- Gas pressure control and regulation system (PC-11012) 
in the balloon (PIC-11012, DCS, PV11012). 

 Alarm system, consists of : 
- Condensate Level Alarm High(LAH-110009), 
- Condensate Level Alarm Low(LAL-110009), 
- Gas Pressure Alarm High in the balloon (PAH-11012) 
- Gas Pressure Alarm Low  in the balloon (PAL-11012) 

 Surveillance system,consists of: 
- Level glass LG-11008, human operator and valve. 

 Emergency Shutdown System, consists of: 
- Level Switch High High of gas (LSHH-11007), 
- Level Switch Low Low of gas(LSLL-11007), 

 Protection System composes of : 
- Safety valve (PSV-11001 A/B), 
- Fire detection system and automatic extinction system. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

IV. APPLICATION OF BORAAPPROACH 

1) Development of a basic risk models (accident 
scenarios) 

As mentioned above in the overall BORA risk model 
different accident scenarios that may occur in the process have 
been developed and modeled by use of barrier block diagrams, 
including the effect of consequences and all safety barriers. 
Because of the extent of this study, this paper deals with one 
accident scenario «Explosion scenario”. In fact, as illustrated in 
figure (4),the barrier block diagram shows that this scenario is 
due to the failure of valve (SDV-11006)leading to the 
overpressure than explosion inside the balloon causing several 
effects, deaths and the stop of the plant. 

As shown in the following figure (4), barrier block diagram 
allow us to illustrate available barrier functions intended to 
prevent a deviation from overpressure into an explosion, and 
how these safety functions are fulfilled. 
 

Initiating 
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According to the framework of BORA analysis, the 
initiating event "Failure of valve SDV-11006" and the failures 
of safety barriers need to be analysed using Fault Tree model. 
The figures (5) and (6) show the basic fault tree modelling of 
the both safety barriers (E2&E3).  Notes that all these events 
are modelled according to its architectures (see figs.4 and 5).  

Unit of treatment 
     « DCS » 

Fig.4.Barrier block diagram for explosion scenario. 

Failed function 

Failed function

Fig. 3.Combustible gas balloon (G01-VN-45-01)[8]. 
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Fig.5. Fault Tree for first barrier PSV (E1).
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Fig. 6.Fault Tree for second barrier SIS (E2). 
 

2) Assignment of generic input data (Basic 
event,averageprobabilities/frequencies):   

 
 

In this step of quantification process,average frequencies 
and probabilities are assignedfor all the initiating events and 
basic events in the fault trees. In our case, some data aretaken 
from company internal databases (Historical data)and 
established by expert judgments; while others data are found in 
the generic databases[4],[7],[8],[9].Table 3 shows the assigned 
industry average frequencies and probabilities for the initiating 
events and basic events of safety barriers.   

TABLE. 3.  ASSIGNED AVERAGE FREQUENCIES AND PROBABILITIES. 

 

Initiating event and basic events 
 

Assigned data 
E1-Failure of valve (SDV-11006)          0.1/year 

 

E2- SIS (Safety Instrumented System) :Emergency Shutdown
E21 Failure of PLC(Programmable Logic Control) 0.000316 
E22 Failure of pressure indicator (PIS-11013) 0.024 
E23 Failure of safety valve (SDV-11003) 0.00316 
E24 Failure of safety vanne (SDV-11004) 0.00316 

 

E3- PSV (pressure safety valve) 
E31 Operator fails to openmanually the valve (PSV) 0.1 
E32 Corrosion not revealed (poor tests) 0.0001 
E33 Failure  to detect overpressure(self detection) 0.0468 

 

The average frequency of explosion scenario is calculated 
according to its BBD(see fig.3): 

3),( ..
21 EaveEaveEavescenExplave pp f f   

= (0,1). (0.03046).(0.1422)=0,000433 /year 

Notice that, the average frequencies and probabilities of 
initiating and basic events used to calculate the explosion 
frequency are not precise and credible, because of the presence 
of others factors (RIFs) that influence on the assessment of 
these events. Thus, they will be ajusted and calibrated, from 
which it followsby another quantitative analysis in order to 
obtain a revised frequencies and probabilities. 

3) Identification of RIFs for initiating and basic events:In 
this step, specific RIFs are identified for each initiating and 
basic event. Influence diagrams are used to illustrate and 
analyse the effect of risk influence factors on the initiating 
events and the basic events. Table 3 shows the RIFs for the 
initiating event E1"Failure of valve (SDV-11006)".  

 
 

As shown by the risk influence diagram (fig.7), the failure 
of valve (SDV-11006) is occured due to the infuence of 
specificrisk factors.  

 

TABLE. 4.  PROPOSED RIFS FOR INITIATING EVENT E1 

E1- Initiating event Risk Infuencing Factors 
 

Failure of valve 
 (SDV-11006) 

RIF1: Human error (lack of knowledge) 
RIF2:Maintainance (periodic test) 
RIF3:HMI(Position feedback from valve) 
RIF4:Equipment design 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes that the RIFs of others basic events identified in the 
table (3) for each safety barriers (E2- SIS (Safety Instrumented 
System)and (E3- PSV (pressure safety valve)as well as its risk 
influence diagrams are developed in our case study. 

 

4) Assignment of scores and weightsof RIFs 
- Scoring of RIFs 

As discussed above, each identified RIF in the risk 
influence diagrams give a score from A to F, where score A 
corresponds to the best standard and practice in the process, 
score C corresponds to the average practice, and score F 
corresponds to worst practice in the same process (see 
Tab.5)[1]. For our case, the scoring of RIFs status is made with 
collaboration with risk experts on oil and gas process. Notes 
that for each RIF identified, a scoring scheme is developed. 

TABLE. 5.  PROPOSED SCORING SCALES FOR THE RIFS PROCEDURES BY 

RISK EXPERTS OF PROCESS . 

Rating 
 

Description of safety level 
A Prefect procedures with respect of standard’s  exigeances  
B Procedures less than standard’s  exigeances of work  

C 
Procedures and conditions are sufficients, but does not fully 
comply with the standard’s  exigeances 

D 
Procedures are practised withsignificantdeviation from the 
standard’s  exigeances of work 

E Significant deficiency of procedurescomparing with “D” 

F 
Procedures are not respected, serious deviation from standard’s  
exigeances 

 

5) Calculation of accident scenario frequency( revised 
explosion frequency): 

 

- Determining appropriate values of weights (Qi) 

For each basic or initiating event, the assignment of 
appropriate values of scores (Qis) for RIFs is made using the 
equations (1),(2) and (3).To determine the (Qis) we need to 
associate a number to each of the score A-F (see Tab.5). The 
proposed procedure is applied [14] [15]:   

- Determine by expert judgment Plowas the lower limit for 
Prev.  

- Determine by expert judgment Phigh as the upper limit for 
Prev. 
where Si denotes the score or status of RIF no i. Hence if 

the score Si is A, and Plow is 10 % of Pave, then Qi is equal to 
0.1. And if the score Si is F, and Phigh is ten times higher than 
have, then Qi is equal to 10. If the score si is C, then Qi is equal 
to 1. 

Fig.7.Risk influence diagram for initiating event E1

Initiating event (E1) 

Human  
error Maintenance 

(periodic test)   
HMI 

Equipment 
design 

Weight1 Weight4 
Weight3 Weight2 

Score4 
Score3 Score2 

Score1 
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Furthermore, if all scores are C, then Prev = Pave, if all scores 
are A, then Prev = Plow, and if all scores are F, then Prev = Phigh. 
As a first approximation we have found it appropriate for 
practical analysis to use a fixed factor of ten to describe the 
variations caused by different scores, from A to F. That is, if all 
scores are A, Plow is 10 % of Pave, and if all the scores (Si) are F, 
then Phigh is ten times higher than Pave. 

Using this procedure, we can determine the weights for 
scores 1(A), 3(C) and 6(F) as shown in the following table 
(Tab.6) [1]. Hence, in order to obtain the scores values (Qis) for 
the status  2(B) ,4(D) and 5(E) we use equations (4), (5) and 
(6). The results are given in the same table. 

TABLE. 6.  APPROPRIATE MEASURES  FOR SCORES (QIS) 

Status (Si) 1(A) 2(B) 3(C) 4(D) 5(E) 6(F) 

Values(Qi) 0.10 0.61 1 3.6 6.5 10 

 

- Determining weights (wis) 
To determine the weights (wis), we start from a weight (wi) 

equal to 10 assigned to  the most important RIF. The others 
RIFs are afterwards given relative weights (10 – 8 – 6 – 4 – 2). 
The idea is to think of relative changes in the probability given 
that the score of RIF is changed from A to F. Then, the 
normalization is required to ensure that the sums of the wis are 
equal to 1.In our case study, after analysis and discussionwith 
risk expertsof process[8], the weights (wis) of each RIF are 
determined as shown in table (7). 

 

TABLE. 7. WEIGHTS (WI) FOR THE INITIATING EVENT E1. 

RIF 
Importance (Weight) 

Normalized weight 
High 
(10) 

(8) (6) (4) Low 
(2) 

RIF1 X     0.41 
RIF2  X    0.33 
RIF3    X  0.17 
RIF4     X 0.083 

Weight 10 8 0 4 2 
1.00 

Sum 24 

 
 

A Weights (wis) of RIFs for the initiating event (E1) are 
determined as shown in table below(Tab.8). 

 

TABLE. 8. SCORES VALUES (QI) AND WEIGHTS (WIS) FOR THE INITIATING 

EVENT E1. 

RIFi 
Normalized weight 

of RIF 
Status 

of RIF(si) 

Score of 

RIF(Qi) 
∑wi.Qi 

RIF1 0.41 C 1 0.41 
RIF2 0.33 B 0.61 0.201 
RIF3 0.17 D 3.6 0.612 
RIF4 0.083 E 6.5 0.539 
Sum 1.00 - - 1.771 
 

 

By use of the equation (1), Prev is equal to (Pave.∑wi.Qi), the 
analysis of RIF give another frequency and probability of 
occurrence of the intiating and basic events.Table 9 
summarizes all average data, weights , scores for all RIFs , as 
well as the adjustments made in frequency of initiating and 
basic events for explosion scenario.  

 

 

TABLE. 9. PAVERAGE AND PREVISED FOR INTIATING AND BASIC EVENTS. 

Initiating event/ basic Events (F/P)average ∑wi.Qi (F/P)revised 

E1:Failure of valve (SDV-11006) 0.1/year 1.771 0,1771/year 

E21 :Failure of PLC 
(Programmable Logic Control) 

0.000316 2.012 0,00063516 

E22:Failure of pressure indicator 
(PIS-11013) 

0.024 1.351 0,032424 

E23 :Failure of safety valve 
(SDV-11003) 

0.00316 1.641 0,0035076 

E24:Failure of safety vanne 
(SDV-11004) 

0.00316 1.880 0,0059408 

E31:Operator fails to open 
manually PSV 

0.1 1.941 0,191 

E32:Corrosion not revealed (poor 
tests) 

0.0001 1.22 0,000122 

E33:Failure  to detect 
overpressure (self detection) 

0.0468 1.520 0,071136 

 

The determination of revised frequency of accident 
(explosion as modeled by diagram bloc barrier) for specific oil 
and gas process is calculated by use of the (Prev) as input data 
in the risk model (Fault Tree).The frequency of explosion 
scenario is calculated using the equation (7). 

 

3),( ..
21 ErevErevErevscenExplrev pp f f   

 = (0,1771). (0.0421).(0.1422)=0.00106/year 

The explosion frequency due to the failure of valve (SDV-
11006) is 0,000433 per year using industry average data. The 
corresponding explosion frequency taking in consideration the 
RIFs analysis is 0.00106/year. Finally, the explosion frequency 
has increased from 0,000433 /year to 0.00106/year.  

V. DISCUSSION AND CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF BORA 

IMPLEMENTATION 

The main goal of this paper is to make concretize the 
BORA approach on oil and gas process specifically in 
Algerian industry. Its objective is to show a strengths and 
advantages of its application as regards risk reduction and 
safety barriers performances and therefore to surmount the 
limitations of this approach in terms of the lack of data and the 
use expert judgments. 

In this paper, different main points must be discussed 
about the BORA implementation:  

As advantages: 

1) The BORA approach has shown its applicability and 
feasibility in oil and gas process in Algerian industry by 
means of the results given by its implementation in terms of 
operational risk analysis and safety barriers performances. 
Besides, it has been appreciated by the risk analysts and 
experts of process. 

 

2) BORA technique seems more precise and convincing 
with complex process. In fact, its qualitative analysis using 
barrier blocks diagrams, fault trees. In fact, the explosion 
scenario is analyzed following the occurrence of initiating 
event and the failures of safety barriers. Moreover, a risk 
influence diagram was in favour of this scenario by analyzing   
for each basic event the influencing factors which contributed 
in the occurrence of this accident. Therefore, the decision-
making as regards risk reduction is more precise. 

 

3) Another advantage has been proven; it concerns the 
readjustment and correction made on generic frequencies and 
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probabilities of failure for safety barriers, therefore in final 
frequency of explosion scenario as discussed before. 

 

However, the BORA implementation presents some 
difficulties and limitations:  

1) Despite of adjustment of generic data that offered by this 
technique, the lack and subjectivity of data remain forever an 
important problem which faced by risk analysts.   

 

2) Its full necessity to refer to the judgment expert even 
though that will be well justified and even becomes a data 
source that could not be bypassed.  

 

3) In practice, there is very little information available for 
establishing the weights of RIFs. Moreover, a data used to 
quantify the RIFs seems subjective; therefore, it is necessary 
to take in consideration the quality of information. 

VI. CONCLUSION  

This paper deals with risk analysis in the framework of the 
BORA approach. This latter is relatively new approach 
developed for qualitative and quantitative risk analysis and 
safety barriers by combining a barrier block diagrams, fault 
trees (FT), and risk influence diagrams. Its main objective is to 
analyze the accident scenarios that may occur on oil and gas 
process "combustible gas balloon (G01-VN-45-01)". This 
approach has shown its applicability and feasibility in oil and 
gas installations in Algerian industry by means of the results 
given by its application in terms of operational risk analysis.  

Compared with others approaches (Quantitative Risk 
Assessment), the BORA offer another aspect of analysis 
which deals especially with complex process. In other words, 
its detailed analysis of technical, human and organizational 
risk factors (real context of process) give more pertinence and 
precision in favour of risk reduction that is based  

 

As result, the determination of revised frequency of 
accident (explosion) is calculated by use of the (Prev) as input 
data in the risk model (Fault Tree). The revised frequency of 
explosion scenario is calculated using the equation (7). 

 

Another advantage has been proven; concerning the 
adjustment and correction made on generic frequencies of 
initiating events and probabilities of failure on demand (PFDs) 
of safety barriers. As result, the calculation of explosion 
scenario frequency taking in consideration the RIFs analysis 
gave an increase of frequency of occurrence of the explosion 
from 0,000433 /year to 0.00106/year.   

In this context, the lack of knowledge associated with 
generic input parameters (Basic event, average 
probabilities/frequencies) for the explosion frequency 
calculation has been adjusted by assignment of scores and 
weights of RIFs for these parameters. 

An industrial case study based on a separation process 
"balloon of combustible gas" has been analyzed thanks to the 
BORA approach. The results show that decisions solely based 
on the accident frequency calculated using generic values of 
inputs parameters (without taking in account human, 
organisational and operational factors) may not be sufficient 
and may mislead the decision-making process. However, data 
bases and expert judgment, which BORA analysis based, are 
not in all cases credible, reliable and objective.  

In a future work, we will develop the BORA approach in 
order to consider all its limitations concerning the lack of data, 
and the use of expert judgments. 
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